Global Trade Intelligence

Effective decision-making is vital to the success of any compliance organization. Global Trade Intelligence capabilities in Oracle Global Trade Management Cloud provide customs and compliance focused business intelligence solution that promotes better supply chain decisions by providing greater insight into both internal operations and trading partner performance. Global Trade Intelligence provides you with the information needed to understand what is happening in your business so you can achieve your organizational goals.

PERFORMANCE MANAGEMENT

Setting and tracking goals within your compliance or customs organization is a key factor in improving compliance and reducing costs. Global Trade Intelligence leverages detailed and extensive trade data to enable real-time action and historical analysis of key factors affecting your import and export operations. The solution provides a mechanism to monitor key performance indicators while also allowing seamless navigation between historical and operational information.

Easily customized screens and dashboards allow users to build dashboards that provide actionable insight to help ensure you make the right decisions.

Key Features

- Configurable dashboards with user-defined performance metrics
- Ability to monitor against targets, benchmarks and forecasts
- Role-based alerting to ensure the right personnel are notified of exceptions and deviations
- Drill down from a metric into supporting data to pinpoint trouble spots
- Ad-hoc querying and reporting of compliance information

Key Business Benefits

- Increase value of existing trade, compliance and customs data
- Obtain a single, consistent view of customs and compliance information
- Promotes effective decision making at multiple levels of the organization
- Raise awareness of the impact of compliance on overall success of the business

Figure 1. Dashboards can be configured to highlight key compliance metrics
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KEY PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

Global Trade Intelligence provides a dashboard view into the unique metrics by which your customs and compliance operation measures success. Users have the ability to modify existing formulas and/or create custom measurements of their own that suit their specific needs. Some of the standard areas of metrics are:

- **Statistical**: Total Shipments, Total Sales Orders, Total Purchase Orders, Average Gross Weight and Net Weight, Average Gross Volume and Net Volume
- **Financial**: Total Cost, Invoice Amount, Freight Charges, Assists, Fees, Commissions, Declared Value, Duties, Taxes, Insurance
- **Regulatory**: Restricted Party List Screening, Sanctions and Embargoes, Product Classification Codes, Regulatory Controls, License Assignment, Exemptions Used, Country of Origin, Country of Manufacture, Documents Required
- **User Workload**: Item Classification, Restricted Party List Screening, License Assignment
- **Process Analysis**: Suppliers, Business Divisions, Product Families, Regions and Countries, Calendar and Fiscal Periods, Status Updates, Users

Related Data Sheets
- Oracle Global Trade Management Cloud
- Customs Management
- Trade Compliance
- Global Trade Content
- Oracle Transportation Management Cloud
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